Postgraduate Faculty Rep – Faculty of Arts (Taught)
October 2019

There is a total of 1 candidate
There is 1 position available
Candidates are presented in alphabetical order by surname. There is a total of 1 candidate, and there is 1 position available.

Candidate name:

Page 2 – Libby Lan
Libby Lan

Please use this box to give a short outline of your experience and what you’d bring to the Education Network if elected.

During my time as an undergraduate, I have been a committee member of both the Philosophy Society and Oxfam Society. I therefore have experience of student groups and the University outside of my course which would be beneficial as a faculty rep in handling multiple courses which I may not be as familiar with as my own course. I would therefore be able to bring competence, flexibility and an open mind to all tasks and issues I may have to handle in the position. I have also had various roles volunteering in education facilities, which involved training before teaching classes so I also have an understanding of how education can and should be run successfully depending on the needs of the students.
Ruijun Wang

Please use this box to give a short outline of your experience and what you’d bring to the Education Network if elected.

I used to be a monitor in CUMT, I helped our director organized some education events, physics experiments, academic seminar. If elected, I think I can help peer students to have better communication with teachers. And I can help professors hold some events.